Killka
Wine Region: Uco Valley, Mendoza, Argentina

Date Established: 2009

Winemaker: José Galante

Killka wines are created by Bodegas Salentein
in tribute to their on-site Killka Gallery, a worldrenowned showcase for the arts, culture and
gastronomy of Argentina and beyond.
Within the Killka Gallery, a permanent collection

•• Malbec Aromas of plum, black fruits and blackberries. Great structure, well-balanced acidity and soft tannins lead to

features works by contemporary Argentinean artists,
and by 19th- and 20th-century Dutch painters. A

a lingering finish. 89 Points –Smart Buys- Wine Spectator, March 31, 2015

series of rotating installations highlight the work of
up-and-coming artists throughout the year. Housed
alongside the gallery is an auditorium suitable for
conference use, a restaurant with menus inspired by
the native cuisine of Argentina’s Cuyo and Patagonia

•• R ed Blend 50% Malbec, 35% Cabernet Sauvignun, 10% Syrah, 5% Petit Verdot.

regions, a wine bar and gift shop.

88 Points – Wine Spectator, December 31, 2014

Killka wines are produced at the Salentein winery,
just steps from the Killka Gallery. Designed by
leading

Mendoza

architectural

firm

Bormida

&Yanzon, Salentein is built in the shape of a
cruciform (cross) around a central chamber, with
each wing housing a single, self-contained bodega,

•• Torrontés Delicate aromas of roses and orange trees. Exotic, smooth and very fresh, with a balanced acidity.

on two levels. Stainless steel tanks and French wood

89 Points – The Wine Advocate, October 2012.

vats for fermentation and storage are housed on the
ground level. The floor below contains underground
cellars for aging in oak casks. Wine flows from tank
to barrel via a natural gravity-flow system.

• A special series created by Bodegas Salentein, a progressive winery that has
established an international reputation for its fine wines
• Named in honor of the Killka Gallery, the estate’s award-winning center for the
arts, culture and gastronomy
• The Killka labels feature artwork by Argentinean painters: Malbec is by Alonso
Carlos(1929), the red blend label is by Nicolás García Uriburu (1937),
and the Torrontés label is by Segui Antonio (1934)
Mendoza

• All paintings are currently on display in the gallery
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